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DEAR READER, 

IT’S A GREAT PLEASURE TO PRESENT BEFORE YOU THE 

NEWSLETTER OF COMPUTER SOCIETY OF INDIA STUDENTS’ 

CHAPTER WHICH HELPS THE ENTIRE CSI FRATERNITY TO 

KNOW THE ACTIVITIES OF THE STUDENTS’ CHAPTER FROM 

TIME TO TIME. 

 

 

 
 

 



ACHIEVEMENTS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CSE Department has received an award of 

“BEST STUDENT BRANCH AWARD" from 

Computer Society of India for the year 2013. 

Dr. G. Wiselin Jiji, Prof & HOD/ CSE has been 

awarded the "PAPER PRESENTER AWARD 

AT INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE" from 

Computer Society of India for the year 2013. 

Dr.G.Wiselin Jiji, Prof & HOD/CSE has been 

awarded the "LONGEST CONTINUOUS 

SBC AWARD" from Computer Society of 

India for the year 2013. 



COMPUTER SOCIETY OF INDIA STUDENTS’ CHAPTER 

 
Office Bearers: 

 
Student Branch Counselor: Dr.G.Wiselin Jiji Prof & Head/CSE 

Co-ordinators : Ms.I.Kalaivani, AP/CSE 

Ms.S.Devakani Packiavathy, AP/CSE 

Secretary : Mr.J.Jeffery Terance , IV CSE  “A” 

Treasurer : Mr.S.Manikandan, IV CSE  “B” 

Joint-Secretary : Mr.P.Madasamy, III CSE  “A” 

 

LIST OF CSI EVENTS (2014-2015) 
 

S.NO Date Event Chief Guest 

1.  03-07-14 Aptitude Coaching 

Dr.D.Ramya 

Associate Professor/Maths 

Dr.SACOE 

2.  05-07-14 
One Day Workshop on MATLAB 

and NS2 

Mrs.G.R.Jainish,AP/CSE 

Ms.B.Nandini,AP/CSE 

Dr.SACOE 

3.  

18-07-14 

to 

19-07-14 

Two Day Workshop on Advanced 

Computing Techniques 

Dr.S.Sethuramalingam 

Associate Professor&Head/CSE 

Aditanar College of Arts and Science, 

Tiruchendur 

Mrs.C.Harriet Linda, AP/CSE 

CSI Institute of Technology,Thovalai 

Mr.R.Manjith,AP/ECE 

Mr.D.Kesavaraja,AP/CSE 

Ms.Shenbaga Bharatha Priya 

4.  21-07-14 
ISHA KRIYA-A Meditation 

Programme 

Mr. Jeeva 

(ISHA KRIYA,Coimbatore) 

5.  04-08-14 Motivational Talk on Placement 

Mr.A.M.Balamurugan 

Asst. System Engineer 

TCS,Chennai 



 

EVENTS: 
 

1. “Aptitude Coaching” was conducted for final year CSE students on 03-07-14. Dr.D.Ramya,AP/Maths, 

trained the students. 

 

 
 

 

 

2. “A One day workshop on MATLAB and NS2” for final year PG students by Mrs.G.R.Jainish,AP/CSE & 

Ms.B.Nandini,AP/CSE on 05-07-14. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

3. “Two Day Workshop on Advanced Computing Techniques” was organized on   18-07-14 & 19-07-14. 

 

 

4. “ISHA KRIYA-A Meditation Programme” was conducted for the UG students on 21-07-14 by Mr.Jeeva, 

Coimbatore. 

 
 

 

 

 

 



 

5. “Motivational talk on Placement” was organized for the UG CSE students on 04-08-14.The session was 

handled by Mr.A.M.Balamurugan, Asst.System Engineer, TCS. 

 

 
 

 



Google Driverless Cars 
                       -article by V.Sivakumar & S.Velmurugan 

               The Google Self-Driving Car is a project by Google that involves developing technology for 

autonomous cars. The software powering Google's cars is called Google Chauffeur. Lettering on the side of 

each car identifies it as a "self-driving car". The project is currently being led by Google engineer Sebastian 

Thrun, former director of the Stanford Artificial Intelligence Laboratory and co-inventor of Google Street 

View. Thrun's team at Stanford created the robotic vehicle Stanley which won the 2005 DARPA Grand 

Challenge and its US$2 million prize from the United States Department of Defense. The team developing the 

system consisted of 15 engineers working for Google, including Chris Urmson, Mike Montemerlo, and 

Anthony Levandowski who had worked on the DARPA Grand and Urban Challenges. 

                     On May 28, 2014, Google presented a new prototype of their driverless car that had neither 

steering wheel nor pedals.  

 
        Google has been demonstrating its driverless technology for several years by retrofitting Toyotas, 

Lexuses and other cars with cameras and sensors. But now, for the first time, the company has unveiled a 

prototype of its own: a cute little car that looks like a cross between a VW Beetle and a golf cart. 

"They won't have a steering wheel, accelerator pedal, or brake pedal ... because they don't need them," Google 

said Tuesday in a blog post introducing the unnamed electric vehicles. "Our software and sensors do all the 

work." 

                   Unlike previous models, these cars won't have human drivers monitoring them at all times. Google 

said the cars can detect objects up to 200 yards away in all directions and adjust their speed, turns and braking 

accordingly. 

                    Inside, the spartan cars have few dashboard controls, no glove box and no stereo."We've designed 

for learning, not luxury, so we're light on creature comforts," Google said. "But we'll have two seats          

(with seatbelts), a space for passengers' belongings, buttons to start and stop, and a screen that shows the route 

http://googleblog.blogspot.com/2014/05/just-press-go-designing-self-driving.html


-- and that's about it."Google did not explain how the car navigates, although passengers would presumably 

punch in a destination on the dashboard screen and let the computers do the rest. The company plans to build 

about 100 prototype vehicles and begin testing them later this summer. If everything goes well, Google then 

will run a small pilot program in California over the next few years.  

                         The cars represent another step into hardware for Google, which in recent years has introduced 

its Glass connected headset and bought Nest, a startup that makes "smart" thermostats and smoke detectors. 

Google said it eventually hopes to partner with an automaker to produce the self-driving vehicles instead of 

building them itself. The bubble like Google cars arrive as the U.S. is struggling to accept a sci-fi future of 

robotic vehicles and other technological advancements. A recent Pew survey found that half of Americans 

would not ride in a self-driving car.Four states -- California, Nevada, Florida and Michigan -- now allow self-

driving vehicles on their roads as long as a human driver is behind the wheel at all times.Most major 

automakers are also developing vehicles that drive autonomously. 

  "The human feeling of it is very well engineered, and it is very smooth," said an older man identified 

only as Nick. "There's nothing that makes you feel the least bit threatened." 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.cnn.com/2014/04/17/tech/innovation/future-technology-pew/
http://www.cnn.com/2014/04/17/tech/innovation/future-technology-pew/


IBM Unveils Chip That Mimics The Human Brain 

                                             -article by S.P.Subhashini & S.Shamini  

 

A computer chip designed to mimic the performance of the human brain has hit a major new 

milestone.The chip, developed by IBM, and Cornell Tech and iniLabs, is a significant step up from its 

performance just over two years ago when the project was first announced.The SyNAPSE chip, which stands 

for Systems of Neuromorphic Adaptive Plastic Scalable Electronics, is now capable of 1 million 

programmable neurons, 256 million programmable synapses and 46 billion synaptic operations per second, 

per watt. This advancement points the way toward a future of faster, cooler and more compact cognitive 

computing in a wide range of scenarios. 

A computer chip designed to mimic the performance of the human brain has hit a major new 

milestone.The chip, developed by IBM, and Cornell Tech and iniLabs, is a significant step up from its 

performance just over two years ago when the project was first announced. The SyNAPSE chip, which stands 

for Systems of Neuromorphic Adaptive Plastic Scalable Electronics, is now capable of 1 million 

programmable neurons, 256 million programmable synapses and 46 billion synaptic operations per second, 

per watt. This advancement points the way toward a future of faster, cooler and more compact cognitive 

computing in a wide range of scenarios. 

However, the development, which is funded by the Defense Advanced Research Projects 

Agency (DARPA), is still currently limited to the lab.Referred to as "cognitive computing" because of a 

dynamic that attempts to mimic the interactions of neurons and synapses in biological brains, IBM uses what 

it terms as advanced algorithms and silicon circuitry to allow for more organic problem solving based on 

hypotheses, past experiences and trial and error — just like a human brain. 

These brain-inspired chips could transform mobility, via sensory and intelligent applications 

that can fit in the palm of your hand but without the need for Wi-Fi These brain-inspired chips could 

transform mobility, via sensory and intelligent applications that can fit in the palm of your hand but without 

the need for Wi-Fi," said Dr. Dharmendra S. Modha, chief scientist at IBM Research's Brain-Inspired 

Computing unit. 

Some of the future applications the researchers envision the SyNAPSE chip facilitating include 

solar-powered, leaf-shaped sensor modules that could send out environmental and forest fire alerts as well as 

assistive glasses that would be able to guide the visually impaired wearer without the need of a Wi-Fi 

connection. 

 
 

                                     

http://tech.cornell.edu/
http://www.inilabs.com/


When IBM debuted a prototype in 2011, SyNAPSE had a single core. The new second-

generation model has 4,096 neurosynaptic cores, but consumes only 70 mW while operating. That's 

somewhere from hundreds to a thousand times less than the chips found in most desktop and laptop 

computers today. Packed with 5.4 billion transistors, SyNAPSE boasts a power density of 20 mW/cm2, 

roughly four orders of magnitude less than current conventional microprocessors, IBM said. Such energy 

efficiency, IBM hopes, will enable the simulation of a trillion synapses using only 4 kW of power. That's 

short of the 100 trillion synapses estimated in the human brain, but IBM already demonstrated that it can 

map the pathways in a Macaque monkey brain. "These brain-inspired chips could transform mobility, via 

sensory and intelligent applications that can fit in the palm of your hand but without the need for WiFi,"said 

Dharmendra S. Modha,  

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

  
 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 


